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“The Edge of the Abyss”: The Origins of the Israel
Lobby, 1949–1954
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The main components of the Israel lobby in the United States were organized in the spring of 1954,
six years after the State of Israel declared independence, in response to a crisis in U.S.–Israel diplomacy that erupted in October 1953. Israeli soldiers had massacred more than sixty Palestinian villagers in Qibya, on the West Bank, eliciting widespread condemnation; American Jews, in reply,
mobilized to defend Israel in new ways. The American Zionist Committee for Public Affairs
(later renamed AIPAC) and the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish
Organizations, established at this time, displayed two outstanding features. They were Jewish
united front organizations that brought together Zionist with “non-Zionist” groups. They also
emerged from transnational contacts with Israeli leaders and realities. A staunch near-consensus
in defense of Israel in the most trying circumstances established a lasting framework in American
Jewish life.

The Israel lobby in the United States was born not only of the needs and desires of Americans,
but also of violence and conflict in a place far from American shores. This lobby was made in
many places—not only in Washington, DC, and New York, but also in Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, and
the Jordanian-occupied West Bank of Palestine. In the years soon after the founding of the State
of Israel in 1948, the most active U.S. supporters of Israel were Jews, often (though not always)
self-identified Zionists. They could not ignore the actions and demands of Israeli leaders, who
sometimes reached across borders to intervene forcefully in American Jewish affairs, and whose
actions had powerful repercussions for the U.S. government’s foreign relations. At the same
time, the internal dynamics of American Jewish life and the complex interactions between
American Jewry and Israeli leaders shaped and directed the evolution of the Israel lobby.
The American “lobby for Israel,” as I. L. Kenen called it, has been a matter of high interest at
least since the 1980s, yet its true history, and particularly its beginnings in the early 1950s,
remain obscure.1 Kenen for twenty years ran the American Israel Public Affairs Committee
(AIPAC), which would become the best-known element of the lobby. This organization’s original name had been the American Zionist Committee for Public Affairs (AZCPA), and it had
begun operations in 1954. Much excellent scholarship on U.S.–Israel relations in the 1950s
exists.2 However, in this international history, Jewish groups and activists make only cameo
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appearances.3 More surprising, this formative era in the organization of pro-Israel forces in the
United States has been neglected in histories of American Jewry.4 The same is true even of
works on American Zionism, most of which analyze the pre-1948 era.5 The basic text on
U.S. Zionism after 1948 terms the 1950s “a period of marking time.”6 According to such
narratives, that “time” was an inward-turning era—one that ended, in a real sense, only with
the 1967 “Six-Day War” between Israel and its Arab neighbors, when Jews in the United
States supposedly became preoccupied with Middle Eastern affairs for the first time since
the 1940s.7 There is truth in that version of events, but the story ought to be fuller and
more complicated.
A satisfactory history of the Israel lobby must map the interior debates and strategies that
engrossed American Jews who led the way in building U.S. support for Israel, while also tracing the transnational connections between the State of Israel and its American champions.
Existing works have done neither adequately. A journalistic literature of disclosure has repeatedly “revealed” the lobby’s presence, its structure, and its activities, but serious historical
scholarship on this topic remains stunted.8 The history of the lobby, most unfortunately,
has remained sealed off from pertinent events in Israel and the Middle East. The work of
the “new historians” of Israel, which has made the interpretation of the Zionist/Israeli past
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a site of notable intellectual ferment for thirty years, has been all but untouched by historians
of American Zionism.9
The story of the Israel lobby’s origins, while vividly illustrating the intertwined domestic and
international dimensions of this phenomenon, also sheds light on the later course of pro-Israel
work. The new lobby was not very powerful when it first formed in the 1950s, and it did not set
or alter the direction of U.S. Middle East policy. But early activists established a rhetoric and
ambience that the larger numbers who followed them later were obliged to respect, and the lobby’s influence (and, in time, its notoriety) would grow. By the 1960s it had helped to secure U.S.
weapons sales and generous U.S. government assistance to Israel, and later it would continue to
strengthen the political and strategic ties between the two polities.10 The structures built during
the lobby’s earliest years would shape the later responses of Jews and other Americans to the
Middle East profoundly.
The most basic reality of the “interior” history of the Israel lobby in its early years was that it
was very much a Jewish phenomenon—established by leading American Jewish activists and
organizations without non-Jewish participation, and shaped by the divisions and negotiations
intrinsic to Jewish communal life in the United States after World War II. Organized Christian
support for the Zionist cause, which had once been most prominent among liberal Protestants,
now lay in the doldrums; not until years later would conservative evangelical Zionists join
forces with some Jewish groups.11 During the 1950s, Jewish activists made substantial progress
in healing the rift between those known in American Jewish life as Zionists and “non-Zionists,”
as support for the new state became a unifying theme. The pro-Israel cause became the basis for
an American Jewish united front. Groups simply called Jewish, like the Conference of
Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations (begun in 1954–1955), were devoted primarily or entirely to defending Israel. Some American Jews surely were critical of the new
Middle Eastern state or merely uninterested in it. However, such perspectives went largely
unrepresented in Jewish organizations. Earlier in the twentieth century, numerous American
Jews had opposed Zionism, primarily because of a firm conviction that Jews were a religious
group only and not a nation, or else because of fervent secular beliefs in universalist visions
of historical change. However, in the face of catastrophic events during the 1930s and 1940s,
the status of anti-Zionism within American Jewish life shifted from mainstream to embattled.
By the 1950s, anti-Zionist forces, while occasionally enjoying a platform, were marginalized.12
Jewish political groups harboring dissent over Israeli actions managed to keep such criticism
quiet.
In the process, the very idea of Zionism was transformed in the United States, in ways that
rankled some long-time Zionists but that broadened the base of active support for Israel among
9
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American Jews. Classically, Zionists in Europe had rejected the supposedly debased life of Jews
outside of Eretz Yisrael—the Land of Israel—as galut, or exile. They had believed that the Jewish
people needed to be transplanted—or, in Zionist terms, returned—to the biblical Promised
Land in order to escape antisemitism and to become a “normal” and accepted member of
the family of nations. Most American Jews, including a great many Zionists, however, maintained reservations about a sweeping critique of diaspora life and about the closely related
imperative for an “ingathering” of Jews to Eretz Yisrael, although they honored those few
American Jews who chose to make aliyah, meaning to move to Zion. By the end of the
1950s, these ideological difficulties had been resolved in terms congenial to most American
Jews, as traditional definitions of Zionism faded in favor of a new concept of Zionism as active
support for the State of Israel, regardless of where one chose to live.13 A newly united and energized backing for Israel from organized American Jewry required this reformulation of
Zionism.
Although multiple intersecting forces contributed to the construction and course of a new
pro-Israel politics in the United States after 1948, actions by the Israeli state played a dynamic
role in moving American activists to form the Israel lobby at a specific historical moment. In
October 1953, Israeli army commandos massacred more than sixty Palestinian villagers at
Qibya, a West Bank village.14 The ensuing international and diplomatic outcry stimulated
the organization, in the following months, of both of the lobby’s key components, the
AZCPA and the Conference of Presidents. The Qibya attack was not the only factor instigating
the creation of this new structure, but it was important, and its significance was little remembered years later in the United States. This mass killing was, however, well known to American
pro-Israel activists immediately after it happened, and furnished a sharp prod to urgent and
sustained action. For all the agency that American supporters of Israel manifested in their
actions, they exercised that agency not only in the cause of Israel, but in what seemed, to
them, an inescapable response to Israeli actions. The history of the Israel lobby cannot be written plausibly without giving due attention to the new, post-1948 reality of Israeli state power
that American Zionists had to negotiate.

During World War II, American Jews, increasingly perceiving the European conflict as a desperate struggle for the very survival of Continental Jewry, had become active in Zionist initiatives in unprecedented numbers. The conviction that Palestine must be available as a haven for
Europe’s Jews fueled Zionism’s ascendancy in America. Zionist organizations gathered at the
“Biltmore conference” in New York City in 1942 and issued a demand for the creation of
an extensive “Jewish commonwealth” in Palestine. The major Zionist groups—primarily the
Zionist Organization of America (ZOA) and Hadassah, the Women’s Zionist Organization
of America—established an American Zionist Emergency Council (AZEC) that formed hundreds of local chapters and pressed politicians to support calls for a relaxation of Great
Britain’s restrictions on Jewish immigration to Palestine and for the creation of a Jewish
armed force in Palestine as part of the Allied war effort, measures that might pave the way
13
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for the creation of a state for the Jews.15 The Biltmore program became the benchmark for measuring true support for Zionism in American Jewish life, and those expressing reservations
about that stance were subject to severe criticism, as became clear when the new American
Jewish Conference (AJConference) convened in 1943. The AJConference was designed as a
comprehensive, democratically based parliament of American Jewry, but its agenda was confined to advancing the Zionist cause. When the Conference delegates voted to eschew caution
and embraced the Biltmore program, those representing the American Jewish Committee (AJC)
left the meeting, which in turn provoked anger among those who blamed the AJC for disrupting the Jewish united front.16
The AJC, a prestigious organization of wealthy and influential men who presumed to
speak for Jewish interests to U.S. presidents and secretaries of state, epitomized the
non-Zionist camp.17 Non-Zionism was different from anti-Zionism. Vocal anti-Zionists,
many of them Reform Jews, generally believed, as noted above, that Jewishness was strictly a
religious, not a national, identity, and that “Jewish nationalism,” as they called Zionism, therefore made no sense. They believed ethnic nationalism violated the universalist ethical message
of Judaism and that Zionism created improper “dual loyalties” on the part of American Jews.18
Non-Zionists sympathized in a limited way with these anti-Zionist themes, but they also gave
support to the ideas that the Jews were a people who ought to act to safeguard their collective
welfare and that Jews facing persecution should find refuge in Palestine if they chose to move
there. In practice, the non-Zionists materially supported the Jewish community in Palestine but
did not back the creation of a Jewish state. However, given the extremity of the Jewish plight
under Nazi rule in the 1940s, anti-Zionist ranks thinned dramatically among American Jews
at that time, while non-Zionists deliberated over how closely to align themselves with
Zionists.19 The controversy over the AJConference may have made the AJC eager to find
ways to shore up its credibility on the Palestine issue among American Jews in general,
whose support for the creation of a state widened as the full enormity of the Shoah emerged
into view in 1945. In 1948, after Palestinian Jewish leaders declared the independence of the
State of Israel and the U.S. government quickly recognized the new state, the non-Zionists
supported Israel too, despite their earlier concerns.
The drama of the State of Israel’s creation played out against the backdrop not only of the
Shoah, but also, in the United States, of an alarming increase in anti-Jewish feeling among
American gentiles during the World War II years—which was followed by a precipitous
drop in antisemitism immediately after the war ended.20 This hairpin turn in American
15
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Christians’ attitudes toward Jews colored every major issue of Jewish concern, but, in theory, it
had a particularly direct bearing on Zionism. Zionist thinkers, from Theodor Herzl onward,
had often argued that a Jewish state was needed precisely because of the ineradicability of antisemitism. However, early supporters of Israel in the United States did not regularly cite worries
about antisemitism in America to bolster their cause. A 1947–1948 study suggested that Jewish
supporters of the State of Israel were less anxious over antisemitism than were other American
Jews.21 The stance of actively pro-Israel Jewish Americans seemed to reflect confidence regarding the palpably rising fortunes of American Jews in the late 1940s and 1950s at least as much
as it did painful memories of discrimination and anti-Jewish violence in the recent past.
Despite the unifying impact of the Shoah, the broad and active Jewish movement that had
rallied behind the goal of a Jewish state quickly unwound after 1948, with that goal secured. In
1949 the AZEC shut down its operations and was converted into the American Zionist Council
(AZC), a small Washington-based group that lobbied for U.S. government aid to Israel—the
immediate precursor to the more robust lobby that would form in the 1950s. That same
year, the AJConference also ceased to exist. Matters of personal leadership added to the turbulence in organized Zionism at this time. In the 1930s, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, closely tied to
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, had been the foremost spokesperson for the movement. He
died in 1949.22 Yet Wise had already been surpassed as a Zionist leader by Rabbi Abba
Hillel Silver, whose militancy had matched the World War II environment well and who
had gathered remarkable power in Jewish communal life in the 1940s. Silver’s imperious
style was polarizing, however, and in 1949 he was abruptly deposed by a coalition of his
American rivals and the new Israeli government elite, particularly Prime Minister David
Ben-Gurion; they combined to undermine Silver’s control in a tangled power play.23 Silver
exited the movement in humiliation and American Zionism no longer had a top leader.
Several factors led Ben-Gurion to break with Silver, among them the hafradah initiative—
Hebrew for separation—that Silver and his associates launched in 1949. They wished to de-link
the world Zionist movement from the new Israeli government. It was logical to suppose that
Zionist organizations outside Israel needed to rethink their purpose and basis at this time,
and to puzzle out their relationship to the new state. Yet hafradah was a threat to the Israeli
leadership, who did not wish to face a rival Zionist authority emanating from the United
States. With Silver gone, hafradah was dead.24 The demobilization and leadership vacuum
that suddenly marked American Zionism prompted harsh assessments by Israelis. As one
Israeli emissary reported to his superiors on his return from an American tour, “The condition
of American Zionism was a cause for grave concern; within a short time it was likely to disintegrate and degenerate.”25 Ben-Gurion said bluntly, referring primarily to the American scene,
“Zionism is not undergoing a crisis. It is going bankrupt.”26 Such estimations were self-serving,
since the Israelis had assisted in weakening the American movement by bringing down its
major figure and thwarting his effort to establish the movement’s independence.
Nonetheless, the frailties of organized Zionism in the United States were real.
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American Zionists found their commitment questioned from Israel. The world Zionist
movement resolved, at the Twenty-Third Zionist Congress, held in Jerusalem in 1951, that
the “task of Zionism” was “the strengthening of the State of Israel, ingathering of exiles in
Eretz Yisrael, and the fostering of the unity of the Jewish people.” The Americans could support
this program, but some diplomacy was required to get them to that point.27 The Americans
long had objected to expectations that they should make aliyah. They were distinguished within
the world movement by their belief that—as Rose Halprin, president of Hadassah, stated in
1950—“there must be a national home in Palestine for other Jews” (emphasis added), who suffered persecution and needed a restored Israel, but that American Jews had no need to migrate
to the new state, since they already lived in a place excellent for Jews.28 Ben-Gurion chastised
the American comrades for not wishing to move to Israel after 1948, and this factor led him to
conclude that distinctions between Zionists and non-Zionists “had lost their real meaning,”
since both groups supported Israel, but neither wished to live there.29
Israeli leaders advanced a two-part vision of how matters should proceed. They wanted the
Zionist movement in America to consolidate its forces into a single organization. This
national-unit model was the general structure of the world Zionist movement, but it had
never been fully adopted in the United States. The American organizations resisted this idea,
each preserving its independence and cooperating through the AZC. Halprin, at the 1951
Zionist Congress, retorted that, by working within the AZC, “we may come eventually and
through the evolutionary process towards the Territorial-Union” that the Israelis prescribed.
But, she said, “We believe that no purpose will be served by trying to impose it upon us by
ukases.”30 In reality, the AZC took up a very restricted role. Its local and regional affiliates failed
to command the authority that would have been needed to organize federated action by
American Zionists.
Ben-Gurion also wished to mobilize non-Zionist groups in the United States to work on
Israel’s behalf. This was the second part of the Israeli strategy. The non-Zionist groups
might work in cooperation with Zionists. They also might coordinate their activities directly
with Israeli leaders, although this was sure to agitate the Zionists. The Israeli prime minister
particularly valued the intercessions made by Jacob Blaustein, president of the AJC, in
Israel’s cause with top U.S. government officials. American Zionists had derided the AJC
over its non-Zionism and its alleged assimilationism. Yet Ben-Gurion believed, accurately,
that Blaustein and others in the AJC had access to U.S. leaders. He no doubt also saw the possibilities of fundraising among the most affluent American Jews if the grandees of the AJC, like
27
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Henry Morgenthau, Jr., were to continue their leadership of pro-Israel charitable drives. Israeli
officials saw the AJC as smooth operators who knew their business, and in contrast, Zionist
operatives in America sometimes appeared maladroit. In 1952, Abba Eban, Israel’s ambassador
in Washington, wrote to Benjamin Browdy, president of the ZOA, chastising him for interfering and freelancing in U.S.–Israel affairs. “You … openly repudiate traditional concepts of
Zionist loyalty, which would require you to consult with Israel before taking steps involving
Israel’s most vital interests,” Eban upbraided him. Pointing to an example Browdy ought to follow, Eban continued, “The President of the American Jewish Committee … is especially scrupulous in this regard. He never visits the President in Israel’s interests, or throws out any new
unapproved program … without consulting me in detail in advance.”31
The AJC’s lack of Zionist standing and connections made it appealing to Jerusalem. The
AJC, probably grateful for Ben-Gurion’s attention, would come to rely on such ties with top
Israeli leaders for their stature in pro-Israel work. The AJC could never challenge Israeli government authority within world Zionism, and this made them perfect partners for Israel’s rulers. Americans, Zionist and non-Zionist, balked when Israeli leaders stated, in the years after
1948, that U.S. Zionists ought to make aliyah. Such calls seemed to confirm traditional
non-Zionist anxieties about dual loyalties. Ben-Gurion chose Blaustein to be his American
interlocutor when Ben-Gurion agreed to retract his position (or at least to appear to do so),
and the two men had a highly publicized meeting in Jerusalem in 1950, which produced an
“exchange of views”—an agreement that American Jews were politically loyal only to the
United States, that Israel’s government did not speak for world Jewry, and that American
Jews did not need to make aliyah in order to be good supporters of Israel.32 Zionist groups
had to watch from the sidelines as Israel’s leaders appeared to negotiate with the
non-Zionist elite over their movement’s future. A triangular relationship had emerged in
the transnational U.S.–Israeli Jewish arena, with the Israeli state, the American Zionists, and
the American non-Zionists the three sides of the figure.

As the AJC moved onto transnational Zionist turf, in Washington, out of the public eye, the
new Israel lobby became a cockpit for Zionist tactics and strategy. I. L. “Si” Kenen, a progressive
newspaperman and lawyer from Cleveland, had served as a top staffer for the AJConference
during its lifetime. He then worked as the U.S. communications specialist for the Israel
Office of Information until 1951, when he shifted to the AZC, becoming its Washington delegate. He proved a skilled, effective operative.
Commuting from his New York home to Washington, where he lobbied for U.S. aid to Israel,
Kenen initially encountered difficulties, worst of all an unwelcome reception from the existing
major Zionist groups, ZOA and Hadassah, as well as from the Israeli embassy staff. According
to Kenen, they viewed him as an “interloper.”33 In particular Kenen was plagued by Elihu
Stone of the ZOA. Stone continually crossed Kenen’s wires by independently pestering members
of Congress, phoning reporters, and seeking to embarrass the State Department, in ways that
Kenen called “utterly reckless and prejudicial to our interests.” Kenen tailored his appeals to
U.S. senators based on his intelligence regarding their attitudes toward Israel. He arranged for a
31
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Miami businessman, for example, to make the approach to George Smathers and Spessard
Holland of Florida (both conservative Democrats), “not as friends of the Jews or friends of
Israel or friends of Zionism, but as Americans concerned for America’s welfare and security.”
This businessman wanted Kenen to keep his distance for the moment. But Stone, on his own,
sent a letter to these senators directly appealing for their support for aid to Israel, and compounded
the damage by listing the existing cosponsors of an aid proposal—all of them from the North. “It
surely cannot encourage these two senators to go on the bill when they realize that no other senators from the South have taken the initiative,” Kenen lamented to Louis Lipsky, a longtime
Zionist functionary who was chairman of the AZC and Kenen’s ally. “Why tell them they
would be the first?”34 At another point, Stone blamed the State Department for a delay in the consideration of a pending aid bill, and explained to Rita Grossman, Kenen’s assistant, “that the only
way to get anything done with the State Department is to irritate the Department.” Kenen told
Stone, “I must emphasize that this is not the line that we are pursuing” (emphasis in original).
Relations between the two men became venomous.35
Soon Kenen was planning to leave the country.36 He took a leave to travel in Israel in late
1951, and considered quitting the AZC and switching back to working for Israel’s government.37 Kenen soon reported that he had “had a long talk with Aubrey” (meaning Abba
Eban), that Eban shared Kenen’s unhappiness with the AZC, and that “we are therefore making
arrangements to enable me to operate in Washington next year … as an … adviser for the government of Israel.”38 However, the AZC settled this matter in Kenen’s favor. In February 1952,
Kenen was back on board, with enhanced authority. Lipsky wrote Kenen, “I am pleased to
inform you that the American Zionist Council … has agreed to retain you as its
Washington representative to assume the direction of all its activities in connection with securing governmental aid for the State of Israel during 1952; and to act on its behalf in related matters as they may arise in Washington and be assigned to you.”39 At the same time, Rabbi Jerome
Unger, the AZC’s executive director, wrote to Stone, “Mr. Kenen will conduct his work under
the direction of the chairman of the Council, employing wherever possible the methods used in
1951. The Washington office of the Council will be under his sole direction.” He added this
kiss-off line: “In accordance with Mr. Lipsky’s letter to you of January 30th, the Council will
feel free to call upon your services and advice during the period of your retainer.”40
Kenen’s struggle with Stone signified more than a dispute over tactics or a tussle for power in
a small Washington organization. The ZOA, in the person of Stone, wanted to restore its former heft, and Kenen, with Lipsky’s backing, ended that bid. Kenen was determined to build a
broad Jewish coalition in support of U.S. aid for Israel. Indeed, he described his goal to Jesse
Calmenson of St. Paul, a prominent Zionist, as “a united effort by Israel’s many friends in this
country—Christians and Jews, Zionists and non-Zionists.”41 But, in practical terms, Kenen’s
work for a broad pro-Israel front meant, first and foremost, bringing in the Jewish
non-Zionist groups and keeping them in. In a detailed memorandum of September 1952,
Kenen recounted the delicacy of his coalition-building with both declared Zionists and
34
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non-Zionists. “One of our major concerns was not to offend our local Zionists,” who wanted to
be central in the effort but lacked the organizational strength around the country to assume that
role. “We concentrated in the midwest and the south, where the Zionists, lacking numbers, were
weak and where it was necessary to find personal friends of Congressmen.” He used different
methods in organizing appeals to members of Congress from other regions. The non-Zionists,
meanwhile, “wanted to help unofficially but, concerned about lobbying and tax exemption
laws … could not become involved as such, and … did not want a formal committee” that
would include their groups. So he worked with them extensively but informally.42
Kenen conceded that, at least initially, “a number of our community people must have been
puzzled by the fact that the AZC representative in charge of the campaign was confining his
calls to non-Zionists.” The local affiliates of the AZC felt cut out of the action. It is not hard
to see why Kenen may have preferred not to work through them. Many in those groups considered non-Zionists unworthy and unreliable allies in the cause. They wished to have longstanding Zionists clearly in charge of pro-Israel advocacy. Kenen wanted to forge a
pan-Jewish, pro-Israel political force in the United States. As he put it, “We ought to remember
that our chief task is winning American public opinion. This means winning Jews as well as
Christians. We will not get very far in our campaign if we try to limit our forces to enrolled
Zionists.” For good measure he added, “If we cannot win the Jewish community, we shall
not win the Christian community.”43

Kenen kept a watch on the U.S. political scene in 1952, as Republican Dwight D. Eisenhower, a
presidential nominee with unclear views on Middle East policy, won a convincing victory over
Democrat Adlai Stevenson, who, in the tradition of outgoing President Harry Truman, another
Democrat, had assured heavily Democratic Jewish voters of his warmth toward Israel.44
Truman had cooled somewhat in his dealings with Israel and its American supporters in the
years following his 1948 decision to recognize the new state over the objections of diplomatic
and military advisors. Nonetheless, lines of communication still existed between the Truman
White House and pro-Israel advocates, and such contacts were not guaranteed under
Eisenhower. Most worrisome to pro-Israel activists, John Foster Dulles would be the new
secretary of state.45 Dulles and Eisenhower soon made clear their determination to steer a neutral course between Israel and its Arab antagonists in the Middle East, and to resist the pressure
that Dulles and other high U.S. government officials believed Jewish groups brought in favor of
a pro-Israel tilt in Washington.46 A memorandum prepared for Dulles by the State Department
staff in May 1953 expressed the institutional view of the U.S. diplomatic corps when it lamented
“the existence of heavy and effective Zionist pressure which has been brought to bear on both
the Executive and Legislative branches of the American Government.”47
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Dulles’s State Department identified three major issues requiring resolution for the settlement of the overall Israeli–Arab conflict: Arab demands for border modifications; the allocation
of water flowing through the Jordan River watershed; and the resettlement or repatriation of
Palestinian refugees living outside of Israel. Conflict over each of these issues led to violence.
Israel for a time sought to build a waterworks inside a demilitarized zone (DMZ) along the
Syrian border, defying a United Nations (UN)‒appointed general’s ruling that this was prohibited.48 Egypt blockaded Israeli vessels at the Straits of Tiran and the mouth of the Gulf of Eilat,
and closed the Suez Canal to Israeli commerce.49
Yet nothing was more fateful than what Israel termed its war against “infiltrators.” During
Israel’s war of independence, 700,000 Palestinian Arabs had fled their homes under duress, generally fearful and sometimes forcibly evicted by Israeli soldiers. Many of them now lived close
to the armistice lines fixed in 1949 and wished to return.50 Israeli authorities were determined
to prevent this, seeing such a return as a threat to the survival of Israel as a Jewish state.
Ben-Gurion, in April 1949, said simply that the “Government line is that they may not
return.”51 Israeli leaders labeled all refugees who made their way back through the porous
land boundaries interlopers and suggested they were all terrorists. A minority among the
returnees committed violence against Israelis. Israeli historian Benny Morris concludes that
these accounted for perhaps 10 percent of all Palestinian returnees in 1949–1956. Israeli
authorities conceded no distinction between this minority and the far larger numbers, “most
of them refugees, some, border farmers—who understandably coveted lost houses, lands,
crops, and movable goods on the other side of the line.”52 When infiltrators did kill Israelis,
the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) in response sometimes visited reprisal raids—collective punishment—against nearby Palestinian populations. These were designed as disproportionate and
indiscriminate military actions, rather than efforts to punish, much less to apprehend, culpable
individuals.53
One fearsome IDF attack in particular excited sharp protests among diplomats and international observers, and deep anxiety and intense consideration of tactics and strategies among the
most active supporters of Israel in the United States. Historians have not fully recognized the
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ramifications of this episode. Beginning on the night of October 14, 1953, IDF forces launched
an onslaught against the Arab village of Qibya, about one mile inside Jordanian territory on the
West Bank. The operation was a reprisal for a raid from inside the West Bank on the night of
October 12, on the nearby Jewish Israeli settlement of Yehud or Yehuda, where unknown persons murdered Susan Kanias and her two children in their home with an explosive. The Israeli
attack occurred two nights after these killings and lasted until the early morning hours of
October 15. The IDF had readied this response in advance, creating a special army outfit,
named Unit 101, under the command of a retired major recalled to service, Ariel Sharon.
On October 13, Ben-Gurion—even though he had stepped down from his posts as prime minister and defense minister months before—and other top leaders decided that Unit 101 would
target Qibya as collective punishment for the Yehuda killings.54 The October 26 issue of Time
magazine carried an unsparing and dramatic account. After two hours of “shell bursts and
small-arms fire” from the IDF,
… the Israelis moved into Kibya with rifle and Sten guns. They shot every man, woman
and child they could find, then turned their fire on the cattle. After that, they dynamited
42 houses, a school and a mosque …. The villagers huddled in the grass could see Israeli
soldiers slouching in the doorways of their homes, smoking and joking, their young faces
illuminated by the flames. By 3 a.m., the Israelis’ work was done, and they leisurely
withdrew.
Time reported sixty-six deaths among the villagers (and none among the IDF contingent), the
most fatalities anywhere in the Israeli–Arab conflict since the 1948 war.55
News of the massacre at Qibya spread quickly after Jordanian forces inspected the scene. The
U.S. chargé in Amman, Talcott Seelye, remarked in a cable to Washington on October 15, “While
current Israeli attack believed in part revenge for murder two children allegedly caused by Jordan
infiltrators at Tirat Yehuda … there is obviously no comparison in degree between two acts.
Furthermore, HKJ’s [Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan] cooperation with Israelis in tracking
down murderers … sharp contrast to Israeli massacre of 45 [sic] Jordanian villagers.”56 Israel’s
official representatives abroad urged their superiors to appreciate how repulsed other governments were. Eban later reflected that Qibya “brought our international standing to the edge of
the abyss …. This operation was the first since the establishment of our state that world Jewry
refused to identify with …. Even Deir Yassin”—the notorious massacre committed by right-wing
Israeli forces during the War of Independence—“did not evoke such nausea ….”57
The news from Qibya threatened the notably positive press that Israel had enjoyed in the
United States in its early years. The writer John Hersey, for example, had recently celebrated
Israel’s collective farms, the kibbutzim, and their “magnificent people,” and had described
Israeli children as “regular Californians—sturdy, open-faced, sun-coppered.”58 Beyond the
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general admiration (particularly among political liberals like Hersey) for Israeli society and
character, the IDF also were an object of admiration, as they seemed to dominate and intimidate what appeared, to many Americans, to be formidable, hostile Arab forces. The IDF
embodied “self-confidence, faith, manliness, and pride,” said Life magazine in 1948.59 A highly
flattering portrait of Israel had emerged in the United States in the half-decade after 1948, and
the killings at Qibya had the potential either to corrupt this image or to be overridden by it.
Israel’s chief defenders displayed sharp concern over the first of these possibilities.
Dulles and Eisenhower authorized a denunciation of Israel’s attack at the UN. Ben-Gurion
appeared blasé. He quickly orchestrated a completely false cover story, claiming that Jewish villagers inside Israel, not IDF soldiers, had attacked Qibya out of understandable anger over Arab
violence from across the border. International audiences found this narrative generally unpersuasive, although the Israeli public and some American Jews appeared ready to believe it.60
Kenen, for one, would repeat Ben-Gurion’s version in his memoir, published in 1981.61
When the UN’s Mixed Armistice Commission (MAC), charged with monitoring the de
facto Israel–Jordan border, produced a detailed report providing evidence that this had been
an IDF operation, the New York Times published lengthy excerpts from the document, highlighting the critical judgments of U.S. Navy Commander Elmo Hutchison, who led the MAC.62
The UN Security Council resolution of November 24, 1953, which the United States helped
compose, officially laid on Israel “the strongest censure” over Qibya, and also rebuked Israeli
disregard of UN authorities in the matter of the Jordan River water (while also, far less harshly,
criticizing Jordan for not doing more to stop attacks from its territory).63
The weeks and months surrounding the Security Council censure became the pivotal interval for the restructuring of pro-Israel advocacy in American power centers. The scattered renditions of this process by participants rarely attribute the intensification of this reorganization
to the anger over the Qibya killings, but it is unlikely the timing is a mere coincidence. The
subsequent months would feature two organizational innovations clearly inspired by the
1953 events: the clear establishment of a Capitol Hill lobby at least officially separate from
the AZC, and the organization of the Presidents’ Conference.
Dulles announced that Washington had, at least temporarily, suspended economic aid to
Israel. Eisenhower had resolved to take this step before the Qibya killings, in response to the
water controversy, but Dulles confirmed it publicly only after Qibya.64 In a report that
Kenen later produced on his activities during this crucial period, he suggested that the
Israelis had known of the aid freeze as early as late September but that “it was virtually impossible to carry on any effective protest because the United States and Israel had agreed that the
suspension of aid should be kept an absolute secret.” On the other hand, he stated that he had
set in motion substantial, if quiet, efforts to lobby the administration to undo its action, and
that these efforts “probably would have ended the crisis on the suspension of aid without
too much delay, but, unfortunately, our efforts reached a climax on the very day of the
59
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Kibya incident and for several days, during which we waited for some formal statement from
the Government of Israel, the activities of our friends everywhere were literally paralyzed.”65 In
late November 1953, Kenen wrote, in his most troubled moment, “The Kibya incident has not
only undermined the moral position of the Jewish people. It has discredited the premises of our
propaganda and has given the color of truth to Arab propaganda efforts to portray Israel as
aggressive, unfaithful to the UN, and brutally indifferent to the Arab refugees whom it allegedly
expelled.” However, he immediately added, “It serves no purpose to engage in post mortem. It
is time that we passed from introspective brooding about the past and resumed the offensive by
restoring perspective on the Near East conflict and by fixing responsibility for the continuation
of that conflict where it really belongs.” He meant that blame would properly fall on the Arab
states bordering Israel.66

The immediate aftermath of Qibya in the United States shows Kenen and other activists
engaged in a hectic round of communications as they grappled with a politically threatening
situation. In these days of crisis, Kenen proved to be the key man, not only in Washington,
but also in relaying talking points to pro-Israel activists elsewhere in the country—as his frequent missives to correspondents in one city, among the strongly Zionist Jewish community
of Boston, serve to illustrate.67 These evolving efforts to overcome the destructive impact of
the killings, which soon were followed by the formation of a firmer organizational basis for
pro-Israel work in America, leave little doubt that the tumult over Qibya played a central
role in prompting the organization of a durable and effective lobby for Israel.
According to Kenen’s later account, by late 1953 word had spread in Washington that the
Eisenhower administration suspected the Israeli government was funding the AZC and that the
administration might demand the AZC register as the agent of a foreign power. So a new entity
henceforth would lobby for Israel. As Kenen put it, “There was no change in leadership or
membership”; the new committee, like the AZC, would be led by Lipsky and, like the AZC’s
existing Washington office, run by Kenen. However, donors would fund the new Committee
for Public Affairs with direct contributions. These donations, unlike those to the AZC,
would not be tax-deductible, which meant that fewer restrictions would apply to the new
group’s activities in Washington. Until this time Kenen had lived in New York, but he now
set up shop in Washington. Yet Kenen revealed the importance of another factor when he
wrote, without elaboration, “My decision to establish an office in Washington preceded the
threats of an investigation. The retaliation at Kibya portended a long battle.”68 Within days
of the massacre, Kenen reported soon afterward, “Our people had recovered from the initial
shock of Kibya.”69 Kenen and his “people” were ready to move.
65
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Pro-Israel activists, after their balance returned, acted energetically to cope with the crisis,
wavering between ignoring Qibya entirely and seeking to marginalize it in the public conversation. In Boston, Robert Segal, the executive director of the Jewish Community Council of
Metropolitan Boston (JCCB), along with Lewis H. Weinstein, the Council president, relayed
to local Jewish community leaders a dispatch that they (and presumably others elsewhere)
had received from Kenen on October 15. The JCCB was neither a Zionist group nor a
non-Zionist group as such, but rather an umbrella group of major Jewish organizations in
the area, and it could speak both for and to Jewish Boston authoritatively. It became
Kenen’s regional partner in pro-Israel advocacy. “Because of the gravity of problems affecting
Israel and her neighbors, as reported in the press these past few days,” Segal and Weinstein told
their constituent organizations, “we feel you may want to examine the following communication from I. L. Kenen, Washington representative of the American Zionist Council under date
of October 15.”70
The initial communiqués from Kenen downplayed the subject of Qibya. The very day that
dawned with word of the massacre burning up the diplomatic cables saw Kenen summarize the
issues besetting U.S.–Israel ties without mentioning Qibya or even the problem of “infiltration”
into Israel by displaced Palestinians. Developments of subsequent days made it impossible not
to speak of Qibya, however. Perhaps most important, on October 19, Ben-Gurion aired in public his story about vigilante Israelis.71 On October 22 the JCCB held an “extraordinary meeting”
that produced a statement released to the Boston news media. It urged “that our State
Department not prejudge the issues which the United Nations Security Council will consider
within the next few days.” However, the statement continued, “We deplore all acts of violence,
not only regrettable attacks upon Arabs, but also border incidents resulting in more than 400
Israeli casualties resulting from Arab raids. Incidents, no matter how tragic and regrettable,
cannot be removed from their historical context ….”72 A second message focused on the
water issue and emphasized that “[t]he United States decision to withhold economic aid to
Israel was made several weeks ago.” This supplement also stated, “It should be made clear
that American suspension of aid to Israel has nothing to do with incidents which have
taken a heavy toll of innocent lives on both sides of the Arab-Israel frontiers since the
Armistice agreements. The decision to withhold aid from Israel was made weeks before the
Kibya incident.”73
But world attention remained on Qibya, and Kenen appeared to think he needed a new
approach. On October 23 Kenen issued a revised response to the continuing controversy,
and Segal passed it on to the Council’s member groups. This document marked a turning
point, away from dismissals of Qibya as insignificant and toward a more frontal refutation
of the moral opprobrium being heaped on Israel and a more concerted effort to advance an
alternative narrative of the violence. The heading for the first section of the quoted material
was “THE NIGHT BEFORE KIBYA,” and provided an impassioned account of the attack in
Israel. “Mrs. Kanias lingered on for some hours in the hospital,” Kenen wrote, “finally finding
release in death.” Kenen never stated here who carried out the retaliatory attack on Qibya. He
wrote, referring to Kanias, “Multiply this ‘statistic’ 150 times over the past three years, almost
one ‘statistic’ a week: the explosive answer was Kibya.” Claiming that Israelis were far more
heavily victimized than Palestinians, he stated that between 1950 and 1953, during a time
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when the United States, Great Britain, and France together supposedly “‘guaranteed’” the “borders” between Israel and its neighbors, “Israel has endured the following losses at Jordan hands:
421 men, women, and children killed and wounded; 130 cases of sabotage; 866 armed attacks;
3,263 robberies.” He flayed what he saw as the world’s selective sympathy for Arab losses alone,
writing, “Throughout this long ordeal the guarantor powers remained silent. Their ‘horror’ has
been reserved for Kibya.”74 Kenen’s brief for the defense consisted of three parts: the violence at
Qibya was an understandable, if lamentable, reply to a slow-motion massacre of larger scale; the
outside world applied a double standard, denouncing Jewish savagery while accepting Arab violence; it was unclear who committed the Qibya killings.
According to Morris, the Israeli civilian death toll between 1950 and 1953 was 153, plus 202
civilians wounded, for a total of 355 civilian casualties due to border violence. In addition to
this, he counts 121 Israeli soldiers killed during this period, although those military deaths
occurred in battles, often in engagements initiated by the IDF. Kenen did not clearly distinguish
civilian from military casualties, and he lumped Israelis killed and wounded together. Thus,
Kenen’s unsourced number of 421 Israeli casualties between 1950 and 1953 was not very far off
the mark. However, he made no mention of the extensive fatalities among Palestinian boundarycrossers in the same time span: at least ten times as many as Jewish deaths from the violence.
Morris estimates that “Israeli security forces and civilian guards, and their mines and booby-traps,
killed somewhere between 2,700 and 5,000 Arab infiltrators during 1949–56,” a broader time span
in which he cites a total of 284 Israeli civilian deaths. “The evidence suggests that the vast majority
of those killed were unarmed; the overwhelming majority had infiltrated for economic or social
reasons.”75 To be sure, Kenen probably did not have access to such data. But he and allies like
the JCCB appeared uninterested in the full context of lives lost in the border violence. They
chose the numbers that would make the case for the defense, maximizing the significance of
Jewish deaths and not bothering to count Arab ones.
Not all were happy with the prospect of closed-ranks support for this line. The JCCB files
contain a brief note, dated October 29, unsigned but seemingly written by Segal. It read:
I received a call from Herbert Ehrmann this morning complaining about the letter he had
received … summoning a meeting on the Israel crisis for October 29. He asked whom are
we fighting and for what? He said that the idea that all Jews are 100% Zionist is wrong. He
stated that the fight now going on in Israel can be compared with the old one between
Indians and the settlers. He said that he didn’t think the Zionists should summon people.
He added that he did not think we should engage in issuing joint statements with the
Zionists.76
Herbert Ehrmann was far from an obscure community member. A prominent Boston lawyer
and activist, he would serve as president of the AJC from 1959 to 1961. His outburst was likely
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known to very few at the time, but many years later it illuminates the private discord within
organized American Jewish life over the orchestration of a united front to defend Israel after
Qibya. Incidentally, the analogy Ehrmann made to conflict in the American West was used
not only by critics of Israeli behavior. The AZC produced an analysis of events on the ground
soon after Qibya that stated, “The truth is that within recent months the Arabs have become
emboldened, striking terror into the hearts and minds of the Israeli settlers who have been provoked by their own tragic losses into strong reaction …. history reinforces the view that pioneer
Americans did not permit raids on their frontier villages to go unchallenged.”77

The Qibya killings also helped spark the founding of the Conference of Presidents.78 Nahum
Goldmann, the longtime international Zionist activist, is usually credited with the idea of
the Presidents’ Conference, following his own account in his memoirs. Goldmann had been
the Jewish Agency’s designated representative in the United States since 1943, and he remained
in close contact with Israeli leaders.79 Others also claimed parentage of this offspring. By some
accounts, Eban organized an initial meeting in February 1953.80 Philip Klutznick writes that he
offered the idea for the Conference of Presidents to Goldmann the day after Klutznick was
elected president of B’nai B’rith, the American Jewish lodge brotherhood, in May 1953.
Then, according to Klutznick, Goldmann “bought it and ran with the ball.”81 The AJC staff
took the view that the Jewish Agency instructed Goldmann to form the Conference.82 In reality,
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some such idea had circulated for a long time. However, it got organized in a meaningful way
only in early 1954—“stimulated,” in Klutznick’s words, by “events” that “were exceedingly dramatic.”83 In Goldmann’s version, he was inspired by an encounter with an unnamed State
Department official, the head of the Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs desk,
who, after the U.S. government had protested “a very violent retaliatory action by Israel,” complained to Goldmann that he had to meet with “six delegations” of agitated Jewish leaders and
would prefer to meet with one authoritative group. Other accounts name this official as Henry
Byroade, the leading antagonist of Israel and pro-Israel groups within Dulles’s State
Department.84 Goldmann writes, “I managed to persuade Philip Klutznick … a farsighted,
astute politician, and Rabbi Maurice Eisendrath, the dynamic leader of Reform Jewry, to join
me in calling a conference of the presidents of all major Jewish organizations with the object
of creating at least a loosely structured forum for the discussion of all American-Israeli questions.”85 This gathering became institutionalized as the Conference of Presidents.
Kenen, for his part, writes, “Coincidentally, as our Committee was separating from the AZC,
the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations came into existence. It was
convened by Goldmann, after he had visited Washington during our 1953 conflict with Dulles
and had been told by Byroade that he had received representatives of Jewish organizations five
times in five days during one week.”86 Kenen never mentions a massacre, and Goldmann does
not name Byroade. But, putting the two accounts together, it is clear that the “action” in question
was the Qibya massacre, and that it was a flurry of activism by pro-Israel notables in the autumn
of 1953 that inspired the formation of the Conference of Presidents, even if the group did not
exist officially until some time later. When the group met in January 1955, it composed a statement that began, “The Presidents of the major American Jewish organizations have been meeting
from time to time during the past year,” that is, since the spring of 1954.87
The Conference’s formation brought to fruition ideas expressly advocated at the AZC and in
Jerusalem about the priority of uniting Zionist and non-Zionist American Jews to support
Israel. On October 20, 1953, five days after word spread of the killings at Qibya, the AZC “convened a luncheon of representatives of all the major non-Zionist organizations and asked them
to distribute copies of our background memoranda and to associate themselves with the
Council’s program.” These communications led, six days later, to a summit meeting between
a top-tier Jewish leadership group, headed by U.S. Senator Irving Ives and U.S.
Representative Jacob Javits, both Republicans of New York, with Dulles and Byroade.88 The
group included Klutznick, Halprin, Lipsky, Bernard Trager (chairman of the National
Community Relations Advisory Board, a coordinating body for Jewish Community Relations
Councils around the country), and others. Only Halprin and Lipsky hailed from Zionist groups.
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According to Kenen, he provided Javits with the names for the gathering (“at Javits’s request”);
thus Kenen provided a vital link between the AZC and this new initiative.89
The meeting proceeded uneasily. Dulles asserted “that he had been very instrumental in the
decisions which led to the establishment of the State of Israel,” and he “inferred,” according to
the AZC’s internal report on the meeting, “that he was much disturbed by the fact that
the Jewish people have not appreciated what he did for them.” During a testy hour-long
exchange, the group spoke of Jordan River water and passage in the Suez Canal. They also
raised the issue of Qibya, contending that Washington was treating Israel more stringently
than Arab states who were responsible, they said, for attacks inside Israel (a connection
that U.S. diplomats treated skeptically).90 While the Jewish notables sought to enfold Qibya
within a suite of issues at hand, and not as the leading one by any means, it was, in reality,
the matter that had made Dulles go public with the suspension of aid to Israel, thus creating
the political breach that the delegation sought to heal on its terms. The meeting established
a kind of precedent for all future efforts to deny, obscure, or downplay the piercing impact
of the massacre. Without Qibya, the meeting itself might not have occurred.91 This consultation
was the true germ of the Conference of Presidents. Another group meeting with Dulles would
occur one year later, with personnel that clearly anticipated the member groups of the
Conference.92
Three years later, in late October 1956, the Conference of Presidents, coordinating with the
AZCPA, would swing into action after Israel joined with France and the United Kingdom to
attack Egypt, and Israel occupied the Sinai Peninsula in a bid to secure defense-in-depth against
its most potent foe.93 The Conference “was extraordinarily active across the country in apprising the Jewish community of the situation,” in Klutznick’s words, and would urge President
Eisenhower, publicly and privately, to take a mediating role between the combatants rather
than trying to undo Israel’s action. They had modest success, as Israel did have to withdraw,
but on terms that did not exactly restore the status quo ante bellum.94 The activities of 1953
and 1956, taken together, show the Jewish united front for Israel up and running.
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“American Jewry was neither mentally nor organizationally prepared for this crisis.
Nevertheless, it rallied within a few days.” This was the verdict of an Israel Foreign Ministry
assessment of U.S. Jewish support for Israel following Qibya.95 In fact, by late December
1953, participation in the pro-Israel mobilization by America’s Jewish leadership after Qibya
had become a source of pride. At that time, leading Jewish activists from around the world convened for a periodic meeting of the Zionist General Council, a top governing body of the
Zionist movement. One of the delegates from the United States was Judith Epstein, a former
president of Hadassah. Other delegates at the meeting had proposed a resolution praising
“the courageous and devoted stand of the Zionist Movement” during the Qibya crisis.
Epstein stated that “this has to come out completely.” Epstein was not worried about drawing
attention to the pro-Israel action. To the contrary, she was concerned that credit for defending
Israel after Qibya was to be dispensed too narrowly. She explained that the delegation that had
met with Dulles “went not as people of the Movement at all …. the majority were not Zionists.”
Slighting the prime importance of non-Zionist participation in this consultation, Epstein
explained, “minimizes and destroys the effectiveness of the work that you want us to do;
that we want to do.”96 The Jewish united front was the key to the new energies of the
“lobby for Israel.”
Numerous people and organizations—the AJC, the Conference of Presidents, Ben-Gurion in
Jerusalem, and Kenen in Washington—all pushed toward the same goal in the Eisenhower years: a
convergence of Zionist and non-Zionist forces in a new configuration of American support for
Israel. This fusion of Zionism and non-Zionism encouraged the conflation of American
Jewishness with pro-Israel politics. In 1959, the AZCPA was renamed AIPAC, “Israel” replacing
“Zionist.” The new name acknowledged ostensibly non-Zionist participants in the committee. “By
that time,” Kenen writes, “many of our contributors were active community leaders—self-styled
‘non-Zionists’—and they could not understand why they should be unrecognized partners in a
Zionist committee.” In his view, “anyone who favored and helped to restore the Jewish state
was, in fact, a Zionist.”97 With the merger of previously rival tendencies, non-Zionist premises
threatened to eclipse Zionist doctrines. American Jews redefined Zionism to mean providing
staunch and generally unquestioning support for the State of Israel, so long as the leaders of
Jewish Israel maintained respect for the legitimacy and integrity of American Jewry as a Jewish
community. As the Harvard University historian Oscar Handlin put it in 1957, “Only by accepting
the fact that Israel and the Diaspora exist for their own sake and not to redeem one another” could
the Jews of these realms ensure lasting harmony.98 This was no hafradah or separation of Israel
from U.S. Zionism; the ties binding Israeli and American Jewries, and Zionisms, would only proliferate and thicken in subsequent decades. That entanglement could proceed easily because of the
entente that Handlin described, which held despite persistent disturbances from the Israeli side.
With the ambiguous triumph of non-Zionism in America, that very term became irrelevant and,
by 1960, had basically vanished.
It has been common to regard Zionist enthusiasm in the United States during the 1950s as
less than pervasive and intense, especially when compared to the terrific outpouring of
pro-Israel concern and pride among American Jews beginning in 1967.99 While not mistaken,
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that view misses the lasting reconstruction of Zionism in American Jewish life in the 1950s and
the way that reconstruction paved the way for a later passionate and widespread engagement
with Israel. As early as the mid-1950s, organized American Jewry had neared consensus in
its unyielding defense of Israel. Dissent from this stand was muted, marginal, and inconsequential. It lacked communal legitimacy and even rationality, absent a serious framework that could
anchor such dissent or lend confidence to critical thinkers. The anti-Zionist tradition of Reform
Judaism, in theory, provided such an alternative frame. However, generational transition and
changes in the social basis of Reform Judaism—its population by Jews of Eastern European
descent, generally inclined toward Zionism—rendered the anti-Zionism of earlier Reform
increasingly alien to American Jewry.100
American Jewish organizations did not shrink from the “abyss” that loomed after Qibya, but
instead crossed the divide, and then the horizon of justification stretched ahead virtually without limit. They chose to defend Israel with new vigor exactly when Israeli actions disturbed
observers, both in the United States and elsewhere, most deeply. This, beyond the impetus it
gave to specific organizations, was the massacre’s deeper significance. Violence by the Israeli
state against Palestinians, while it may have been forgotten in later years, lies like a hard
stone gnarled in the roots of the Israel lobby. For American Jews, Qibya led straight to
Sinai. In Nahum Goldmann’s approving words, “they defended the occupation of Sinai,
although it was not easy for them to understand why it happened.”101 The emerging message
was clear to Jews and others alike: American Jewish leadership would find a way to support
Israel no matter the situation. With anti-Zionism in rapid retreat and non-Zionism disappearing as a distinct position, Jewish criticism of specific Israeli actions lacked coherence or analytical clarity and simply became inarticulate discomfort. The missing elements of critique would
not return to the American scene until much later, when Israel’s conquest of new territories
sowed seeds of discord, among Jews and between Jews and others, and polarizing concepts
of settler colonialism and anticolonialism acquired contemporary salience.102 After the
1950s, to rebuke Israel was tantamount to opposing American Jewry and even Jewishness.
The events of the early and middle 1950s foretold the long-term weakness of American Jewish
criticism of Israel. With the keenest supporters of Israel in the United States, the greatest stronghold of support for Israel in the world, steeled to support Israel regardless of what events might
transpire, later developments would produce new Middle Eastern realities that held the capacity to
disrupt the political patterns and cultural negotiations forged in the new state’s early years.
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